
HOW TO 
GET OUT OF DEBT
without giving up all your

favorite things

WORKSHOP ACTION
GUIDE



You feel that budgeting would make you feel
suffocated

You are in Survival Mode with your money and barely seem to
make it to the end of the month

I will deliver as much value as humanly possible in this FREE 60
minute workshop.

Everything you'll learn today has been tested and proven to work
by me and my students.

you are in the right place if...

my promise to you...

tips for watching this masterclass

Close your tabs and any extra apps to increase
bandwidth

DM me on instagram @motherhood.inspired and let me know
the biggest lightbulb moment you had while watching this training.
I'd love to connect with you on the 'gram after class!

You're sick and tired of being in debt, but just can't see a way out
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Get in a quiet room and turn off your phone so you can devote
your full attention to this training. You deserve it!



What you're doing right now is actually taking up
more                                . 

Budgeting is too much                               . 

You can do this method in only                                 per month.

Budgets are                             and                              .

Having no                                                      is keeping you stuck
where you are right now.

mistake no. 1

A budget will actually                              me money. 

When you put your priorities into your budget, you get to                     
                                to things that are really                              to your          
    family.
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A budget means you have to always 

mistake no. 2

mistake no. 3

If I keep spending money like I am, then a year from now my life
will 



3 step framework for an
intentional budget that works
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part 1

Why are you not hitting your financial goals?  The
answer: 

Your                                  will determine how you set up your
month-to-month budget.      



How do we create a budget that includes your
priorities? 

With an intentional budget, you get to the end of the month and
you know exactly                                                     . 

If you want to stick to your budget for the long term, you need to
pause each month to                                                    .  

By taking time at the end of the month to pause and reflect, you
will be able to see how much                                 you have made.

part 2
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part 3


